
14s. Judy Whitman 
	

11/6/91 
`9247 Lansford St., 

, Pa. 19114 

Dear Us. 41iitman, 

r2hanks for the thoughfulnessof the 	t1pprociate it. 

I enclose a list of our books. 
I have not been a conspiracy theorizer, unless the authors of the better-known 

boos, for a number of reasons. One is that because the crime was never investigated 

officially, and never intended to be, there are no real lead for priirte pee ole to 

follow. another is that none of which : know is proven and virtually all are untenable 
on the WM of the available and dependable official records. to, publishing theories 
as solutions deceives and misleads the people lic) are concerned, many of whom still 

sorrow (Amy that great tragedy. 

I Imo.' of no basis for believing that immediately after thd assassination someone 
intended to kill Oswald. This is a tenable, one of the more reasonable theories, how-

ever. is. case can be made for it.Even if I do not believe it. 

I know of no reason even to suspect that Tippit was sent to kill Oswald. and his 
actions when he was killed leave it beyond question that he did not e.;:pect to confront 

anyone who was armed. 

lie have no way of knowing who mmt killed Tippit or why. 

I do not believe that "Li,)pit himself wz part of any conspiracy. oigain, not having 
his own weapon out indicates he had no ap}rehensions. 

Th anks and best wishes, 



10/31/91 

Dear Mr. Weisburg; 

I am writing to you with the hope, that I will be able to 
purchase several books by you. I found your address in the 
bibiography of Robert Grodin's book "High Treason". 

I read your book "Whitewash" in 1971. My cousin had an old copy. 
This book was wonderful, and needless to say, I have been reading books 
on theesubject ever since. The "Whitewash" I read, had a blue cover 
with white writing. I believe it was VOL.I, the report on the Warren 
Report. This copy was loaned to a friend and never returned. I think 
your book was a valuable tool for reference. Also, your book deals with the Tippet murder, which I have many questions about. In any case, I 
would like to purchase copies of "Whitewash" VOL.I-II, The Case for 
Conspiracy and the C.I.A., along. with "Post Mortem", 1975. 

I ?lave enclosed a self-addressed stamped enevelope. Please let me 
know how much they cost, including shipping and handling. I'll return 
a money order for my purchases. 

I also have a question on which you may care to speculate, if you 
have he time This question is based on the theory, that someone probably 
tried to kill Oswald immediatly after he left the TSEID. 

If Oswald. did. not have his gun on him, at the time of the 
assination, he returns home to get it because he feels he needs protection. 
At this time Tippet is killed. Now ifn Oswald did not kill Tippet, and in 
fact If Tippet himself was sent in to kill Oswald, then who killed Tippet 
and why? Also, if Tippet was involved with the conspirators, what 
suddenly made him so expendable? 

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter. Please forward 
any information on the books to me. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely Yours. 
? 

Juriy Whitman 


